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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To allocate a transfer

destination terminal according to caller information

by notifying the transfer destination terminal that

corresponds to telephone number information that

an incoming call exists, when the caiier information

exists at incoming call time and also when the

telephone number information that corresponds to

the caller information exists in a telephone directory

memory. SOLUTION: When there is an incoming

call of a signal that includes calling number
information from the opposite communication party,

the calling number is stored in calling number
storage memory 1 of an incoming call terminal, and

a telephone number information retrieving means 7

retrieves if a telephone number in a 1st group 3 or in

a 2nd group 4 in a telephone directory memory 2 of

the incoming call terminal which matches with the

calling number exists. When the calling number
matches with a telephone number in the memory 2

in such cases, a transfer destination telephone

number 5 which corresponds to the telephone

number of the group 3 in which the telephone

number has been included and previously set is

extracted, and a dial sending means 9 automatically

dials the transfer destination telephone number, in

order to notify a transfer destination terminal 9 that

an incoming call exists and to perform transfer

control,
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K#cfeine Translation V'grj^6si6ft of Japanesfe Patent -Ap&limmn Kokai No. i I- 13 63 16 ( Cited

reference i)

JPO and INPI.T are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely,

2 shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] With respect to a redirect notification technique of a call, in more detail,

this invention relates to a technique in which memorizes the caller information of the

communications partner received through a communication line network to an apparatus

connected to the communication line network, and transmitting information etc, to the destination

terminal machine set up beforehand.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Communication technology progressed conventionally and use of

the communication line network has spread. There is service called call redirection service into

service of the digital circuit network contained in a calling number notice function and a

communication line network in service of this communication line network. This calling number

notice function is a function in which a calling party's telephone number can be transmitted from

a switchboard, it can display on the communication terminal of a destination side, and an action

addressee can be told about an addresser's telephone number before a line connection. It is also

possible to stop transmission by an origination side. As for a call redirection service, a destination

side can transmit the call whose origination side received a message to another destination

terminal machine to transmit using a digital circuit.

[0003 J By operations that a destination terminal machine is 1. in / in transmit ****
f9

and / a

remote place ] arbitrary, [ notifying that to the destination terminal machine which memorized

information, including a timed-recording sound, the numbering item of an origination-side

terminal, etc., in the called-tenninal machine, and was set up beforehand ] The information on

the communications partner memorized with the called-terminal machine, etc. can also be

transmitted.

[0004]

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when a called-terminal machine reported

that the numbering item of a master station machine is transmitted to a destination terminal

machine, or the timed-recording sound etc. are memorized, notice or transmission was able to be

carried out only to the same destination terminal machine. Therefore, all the information about the

addresser remembered by the called-terminal machine will be transmitted to one destination

terminal machine, and was not able to change the destination by an addresser,

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve an aforementioned problem the called-terminal

machine according to claim 1, A memory measure which memorizes this caller information when

a message is received in a call from a communications partner and caller information of a

communications partner exists, Telephone number information and a telephone book memory



currently recorded where a telephone number of a destination terminal machine corresponding to

this telephone number information is given, In a called-terminal machine which has a

teiephone-number-infonnation search means to search telephone number information in said

telephone book memory, based on said caller information memorized to said memory measure at

the time of said arrival. When said caller information existed at the time of said arrival and

telephone number information corresponding to said caller information existed in said telephone

book memory, it had a reporting means which reports that a destination terminal machine

corresponding to said telephone number information had mail arrival,

[0006] The invention according to claim 2 was provided with a means to transmit telephone

number information of said telephone book memory searched by said

telephone-number-information search means,

L0007] In the invention according to claim 3, said caller information exists at the time of said

arrival, And when telephone number information corresponding to said caller information did not

exist in said telephone directory by said telephone-number-information search means, it had a

reporting means which tells that a destination terminal machine set up beforehand had mail

arrival,

[0008] The invention according to claim 4 was provided with a means to transmit caller

information memorized at the time of said arrival.

[0009] It had a reporting means which tells that the invention according to claim 5 had mail

arrival in a destination terminal machine set up beforehand when said caller information did not

exist at the time of said arrival.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, based on one example of this invention, it explains

using figures.

[001 Ij The figure explaining the transfer function of the communication terminal (henceforth,

called-terminal machine) of the destination side provided with the notice transmission device of

incoming information which used this invention is shown in drawing 1. The numbering item

storage memory 1 remembers the numbering item of a communications partner to be in this

figure, 2 is a telephone hook memory and has the transfer destination telephone number 5

corresponding to the 1st group 3 of a telephone number group group, the 2nd group 4, and the 1st

group 3 who were divided by the difference in a transfer destination telephone number, and the

transfer destination telephone number 6 corresponding to the 2nd group 4. A
telephone-number-information search means to search the telephone number in the telephone book

memory 2 which 7 has in a communication terminal, and the numbering item of an

origination-side terminal, the dial feed appearance means which carries out dial sending out of the

transfer destination telephone number from which 8 was extracted, and 9 show a destination

terminal machine,

[0012] If there is arrival of a signal which included numbering item information from the

communications partner in the called-terminal machine of one example of this invention here
9 The

numbering item of the master station machine is memorized in the numbering item storage

memory 1 of a called-terminal machine, There are the telephone number and match of the 1st

group 3 and the 2nd group 4 who have the numbering item in the telephone book memory 2 of a

called-terminal machine, or it searches by the telephone-number-information search means 7

(again) . The telephone number in a telephone book memory memorizes as telephone number

information to which the information on a name, an address, etc was added, . If a numbering

item and the telephone number in the telephone book memory 2 are in agreement at this time,

correspond with the telephone number of the 1st group 3 in whom the telephone number in that

- 2 »



telephone book memory 2 is contained next. The transfer destination telephone number 5 set up

beforehand is extracted, and in order to carry out transfer control of there having been mail arrival

to the destination terminal machine 9 with a notice, the auto dial of the transfer destination

telephone number is carried out from the dial feed appearance means 8.

[00 13] Next, in each situation which included also in the above-mentioned case, it explains using

the flow chart of drawing 2. 101-107 of a figure show each step,

[0014] A flow chart begins from the state (awaiting state) where a called-terminal machine waits

for the call origination from a communications partner, if a called-terminal machine has mail

arrival from a communications partner in this state (101), it will be identified whether in the

called-terminal machine, the numbering item is sent from the communications partner (102), If

the numbering item is sent from the communications partner, comparison search will be

performed for whether next there is any same telephone number out of the telephone book

memory of a called-terminal machine (103), If the numbering item is not sent from a

communications partner in Step 102, in order to only notify a destination terminal machine that

there was arrival without the notice of a numbering item, it notifies to the telephone number of

the destination terminal machine registered beforehand by carrying out automatic dialing (104),

[00 15] It is also possible to perform this operation together with the notice transfer function of a

timed-recording sound.

[0016] When the same telephone number exists as a result of the telephone number retrieval in

Step 103 (105) j, Automatic dialing is carried out to the telephone number of the telephone

number information with which information, including the name etc. which are a telephone

number in a telephone book memory, it, and a group, was doubled, and the corresponding

destination terminal machine registered beforehand, it notifies to it, and telephone number

information is transmitted to a destination terminal machine ( 1 06) . If there is no same thing in

the numbering item of a communications partner, and the telephone number of a telephone book

memory in Step 105, automatic dialing will be carried out to the telephone number of the

destination terminal machine beforehand registered at Step 1 06. and the numbering item of the

communications partner remembered to be a notice to the destination terminal machine at the

called-terminal machine will be transmitted.

[00 17] Next, drawing 3 is an example of the system block figure of the communication terminal

which is an embodiment of this invention. 16 is CPU of a communication terminal in this figure,

and it has the telephone-number-information search means 7, the dial feed appearance means

(reporting means) 8, the numbering item transfer means 14, and a destination number setting-out

means 15 to set up the telephone number of the destination. An operation key and 18 show a

voice input/output control section, 19 shows a line control part, and, as for the indicator, the

numbering item storage memory 1 given in drawing 1, and the telephone book memories 2 and 17

for which an antenna and 11 used the wireless section for, 12 used the decoder for5 and, as for 13 s

10 used the liquid crystal etc., 20 shows a communication line network.

[00 18] Then, operation of drawing 3 is explained, If a called-terminal machine has dispatch from

a communications partner, it will display on an indicator at the same time it memorizes the

numbering item of the communications partner which receives using the communication line

network 20 or the antenna 1 0 to the numbering item storage memory 1 . And the numbering item

which received has the telephone number and match in the telephone book memory 2, or searches

by the telephone-number-information search means 7, and by the existence of coincidence, it

notifies to the transfer destination telephone number corresponding to each which had been

beforehand set up by the destination number setting-out means 15 from the communication line

network 20 or the antenna 10 at a destination terminal machine using the dial feed appearance



means (reporting means) 8 (display specification of the numbering item is not carried out » a

case) It notifies by carrying out dialing to the transfer destination telephone number beforehand

set up by the destination number setting-out means 14. Although it searches by an addresser's

numbering item in the case of this example and notice and transmission are performed to the

destination terminal machine, it can also search using the information on an addresser's ID, a

password, etc. It is possible to notify, after transmitting rather than transmitting after a notice, or

to perform notice and transmission simultaneously etc.

[001 9] As explained in full detail above, the invention according to claim L When said caller

information exists at the time of said arrival and the telephone number information corresponding

to said caller information exists in said telephone book memory. Since it has the reporting means

which reports that the destination terminal machine corresponding to said telephone number

information had mail arrival, it is possible to distribute a destination terminal machine by said

caller information,

[0020] Since the invention according to claim 2 is provided with a means to transmit the

telephone number information of said telephone book memory searched by said

telephone-number-information search means, in a destination terminal machine, it can also get to

know the information on an addresser's name, an address, etc, simultaneously not to mention an

addresser's telephone number.

[0021] When said caller information exists at the time of said arrival and said caller information

does not exist in said telephone directory by said teiephone-number-information search means, the

invention according to claim 3, Since it has the reporting means which tells that the destination

terminal machine set up beforehand had mail arrival, even if the telephone number etc. which are

in agreement with a telephone book memory do not exist, it is possible to notify a destination

terminal machine that the called-terrninal machine had mail arrival.

[0022] Since the invention according to claim 4 is provided with a means to transmit the caller

information memorized at the time of said arrival, in a destination terminal machine, it can know

an addresser's information, can identify an addresser immediately, and can grasp a telephone

number etc.

[0023] Since it has the reporting means which tells that the invention according to claim 5 had

mail arrival in the destination terminal machine set up beforehand when said caller information

did not exist at the time of said arrival, Even if it is the arrival from a public telephone, a wire

telephone machine, etc, it is possible to get to know that the called-terminai machine had mail

arrival with the destination terminal machine, and it becomes possible to take a certain

management.

[0024]

[Effect of the Invention] Since a notice and transfer control of there having been mail arrival by

the above composition even when the called-terminai machine was being used by two or more

persons according to this invention are automatically identified by the caller information of a

master station machine and perform notice and transmission, When a called-terrninal machine

reports that the caller information of a master station machine, the telephone number information

of a telephone book memory, etc. are transmitted to a destination terminal machine, or the

timed-recording sound etc. are memorized, The effect of becoming possible to become possible to

carry out notice and transmission and to change the destination into two or more destination

terminal machines by an addresser is acquired.

[Translation done.]


